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FOREWARD

Dear colleagues, partners, friends,
Just over a year ago, I joined forces with an
extraordinary group of Bosnian business leaders
– based at home and abroad – driven by a shared
purpose of putting the local business services
sector on the global map.
Since then, we’ve worked tirelessly, alongside
our partners in the well-established Polish and
Czech Associations of Business Service Leaders
(ABSL), to set the ground for a presence in our
home country. And that's how ABSL Bosnia &
Herzegovina (BiH)/ Western Balkans was born.
Our mission? To sustainably scale the emerging
growth momentum of the local BPO industry and
create thousands of fantastic careers.
As a business leader who’s created and managed
shared services for Procter & Gamble around world
– from the Philipines to India, Poland to Costa
Rica – I have experienced, first-hand, the challenge
of finding the right talent to meet the ever-growing
demand for BPO services. This led me to look to
BiH, with its surplus of educated, multi-lingual,
digitally-savvy and globally-minded young
people, who – sadly – currently face very limited
employment opportunities upon graduation.
Moreover, as a long-term expat and member of
the thriving Polish outsourcing community, I have
witnessed the transformative effect of the sector
on local economies: the resulting ‘micro-climates’
that turbo-charge start-ups and incubators; the
cosmopolitan culture and chic city suburbs. Which
is exactly what I – and my association colleagues
– are motivated to bring to BiH and the broader
Western Balkan region.
We have been blown away by the support we’ve
received from local business leaders, universities,
government officials, international government
agencies and NGOs. We have also been incredibly

encouraged to learn about the esteem in which our
small country’s business services sector is held
across the world.
And that’s why it’s our great pleasure to present
the very first ABSL Country Report on Outsourcing
to BiH. I trust you will find it an informative and
engaging read that might even challenge some
perceptions of this part of the world.
We would like to extend our sincere thanks to
our international ABSL partners for profiling our
country as an up-and coming business services
destination, and for allowing us to use their data
and insights in our report.
We would love to hear what you think of the
content. Send your comments and questions to
info@absl.ba.
Happy reading!
Adnan
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INTRODUCING THE
ASSOCIATION OF
BUSINESS SERVICE
LEADERS
WHO WE ARE.
WHY DO THIS.
WHAT WE STAND FOR.

Actual footage: ABSL Poland
Author: Paweł Stelmach - event-factory agency
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INTRODUCING THE ASSOCIATION OF BUSINESS SERVICE LEADERS
WHO WE ARE. WHY DO THIS. WHAT WE STAND FOR.

The ABSL the is largest organization
representing the Business Services
industry in our region. With sister
organizations in mature and emerging
locations across Eastern Europe and
Switzerland, the ABSL promotes the
standing and continued growth of the
sector – and matchmakes the unique
strengths and attributes of each
location with the specific needs of each
organization.
Our association has helped grow the
segment to nearly 700,000 white collar
workers across countries including
Bulgaria, Czechia, Hungary, Poland,
Slovakia and Romania. By pooling our
networks and experience, we support
new investments, develop market
potential and create new opportunities
for talent to thrive, Europe-wide.
Through our network of member events, we promote innovative, future-fit developments, positioning the
sector as a human-centric enabler of transformation, data-driven business, and smart automation.

‘When the association started in Poland, this whole industry
had around 20,000 jobs, and today the outsourcing industry
has reached 300,000 jobs in Poland. Similar developments
have taken place in other countries, and in BiH the number of employees
in the outsourcing industry is around 12,000. We estimate that this
number can be increased to 15,000 in just one year if the association
works successfully as planned.’
Jacek Levernes,
ABSL Poland, Co-Founder & Honorary President
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MOMENTUM’S BUILDING
ABSL- BIH /WESTERN BALKANS: OUR STORY

Inspired by accelerated industrial growth in
BiH and the broader West Balkan region –
and committed to a transparent, sustainable
business model for their country – a group
of local and expat business and outsourcing
leaders got mobilized. They made it their
mission to promote the country’s Business
Services sector.

‘Our vision is to build
Business Services into
one of BiH’s major sectors
by 2025. We’ll do this by helping
our sponsor companies access the
knowledge and resources they need; and
by helping foreign investors navigate the
country's many opportunities. In doing
this, we aim to create sustainable growth
and many, many jobs.’

It’s still just the beginning of the journey.
But with its small yet fast-growing Business
Services industry already providing client
and employee experiences on a par with any
European market, the future’s looking bright for
outsourcing in BiH.

Adis Mustabašić
Managing director, ABSL

We are also grateful for the significant
contribution and groundwork laid by the team
at MarketMakers, a project of the Swiss Agency
for Development and Cooperation (SDC), who
share our common goal of positioning BiH as
an attractive business services destination.

MAY 2019-MARCH 2020
ABSL BIH TOP LOCAL EVENTS
MAY 2017

MARCH 2019

MAY 2019 - FIPA Export-oriented Business
Services workshop

‘Proof of Concept’
BPO Potential in BiH study;
start of negotiations/due
diligence with ABSL.

ABSL- BiH officially launches
• management & strategic
board launched
• operational team hired

MARCH 2020 – Foreign Trade Chambers’
Digitalization of BiH Conference

MAY 2020
ABSL BiH hits 30 (and counting)
members, including global giants
like Deloitte and PwC, and
fast-growing local players like
Storsen and SyS company.
NOVEMBER 2020
ABSL BiH Inaugural Annual Conference,
where we’ll welcome international
members and partners to Sarajevo.
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MARCH 2020 - Economic Forum, hosted by
Sarajevo’s prestigious School of Economics

APRIL 2020
ABSL BiH kicks off a series
of knowledge-sharing
events for members,
with a webinar, co-hosted
with PwC on VAT in Bosnian
Business Services.

ABOUT US
MEET THE TEAM
Our ABSL BiH leadership team and boards assure investors of our association’s integrity and sustainable
governance, while advising on growth, development strategies and capability-building. Our diverse backgrounds
and shared knowledge give us a unique understanding of our partners’ business priorities, macroeconomic and
sector dynamics, no matter where they operate.

Adis Mustabasic
Managing Director, ABSL BiH;
Managing director AICOMP (BiH)

Adnan Behmen
President ABSL BiH;
Global IT Manager at Procter &
Gamble (PL)

Dr. Omer Softic
VP-International Business Services
Expertise ABSL BiH;
EMEA Process Improvement &
Technical Deployment Lead, Cargil (B)

Benjamin Kadic
VP-Talent and Market Intelligence
ABSL BiH;
Managing Director, Storsen Global
Outsourcing Services (BiH)

Tarik Altumbabic
VP-International Relations ABSL BiH;
Managing Director, Storsen Global
Outsourcing Services (CZ)

Ajla Becirspahic
Marketing
Coordinator

Azra Kadic
Visual Communications
Designer

Adin Mujkic
Member Acquisition
Associate

Adi Softic
Assistant Project
Executive

Strategic Board
Sabina Softic, Partner, Deloitte (BiH); Mirza Bihorac, Assurance Director, PwC (BiH); Milos Miljkovic, MD at
Trizma GS (BiH); Dino Ibrahimovic, MD-MENA , Infobip (BiH); Faris Kreso, Managing Director-SEE, Alfa Energy
Group (BiH); Benjamin Kadic, MD-BiH, Storsen (BiH); Nedim Sirbubalo, CEO, SYS Company (BiH); Kemal Babic,
Operations Director, DDC MLS (BiH); Bojan Vukovic, CEO, DVC Solutions Ltd. (BiH)
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WELCOME TO YOUR
NEXT BUSINESS
SERVICES DESTINATION
HARNESS UNTAPPED
HUMAN POTENTIAL
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Actual footage: Ministry of Programming, Sarajevo
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WELCOME TO YOUR NEXT BUSINESS SERVICES DESTINATION

BiH might not be the most mature business services market in the region, but - in terms of untapped potential
- it’s a European heavyweight. International investors are attracted by its favourable tax environment, strong
fiscal incentives and great geo-strategic location.

KEY MACROECONOMIC INDICATORS
POPULATION (2019)

GDP GROWTH (2019-2023)

UNEMPLOYMENT (2019)

GDP PER CAPITA (2019)

INFLATION (2019)

MINIMUM MONTHLY WAGE (2019)

3.5 million

2.7 %

€ 5,300

18.0%

1.2 %

€ 208

EMPLOYMENT STRUCTURE
BY TYPES OF CENTERS

KEY BUSINESS SERVICES DATA

300
300
Total employment
in the sector

Forecasted total
employment in 2022

Number of large centers
(300+ employees)

14,300

6,000
6,000

18,500
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5,000
5,000

3,000
3,000

TYPES OF SERVICES DELIVERED

SSC/GBS

R&D

5 % 10%
5 % 10% 5 %
5%

15%

IT helpdesk

35%

Software development

20%
20%

5%

R&D
Supply chain,
logistics & procurement

60%
60%

10%
5%

HR

1%

Other
0

* ABSL International data

IT
R&D

10%

Finance & Accounting
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IT

BPO
SSC/GBS

ORIGIN COUNTRY;
EXPORT-ORIENTED BSCs

40%

Customer service

BPO

10

20

30

40

50

USA

Nordics

USA
UK

Nordics
Other
Western-Europe

UK

OtherofWestern-Europe
Rest
world
Rest of world

WELCOME TO YOUR NEXT BUSINESS SERVICES DESTINATION

But what makes BiH stand out is its pool of highly
qualified, multi-lingual and culturally-savvy talent,
that’s readily available to complement any global
delivery team. Many multinationals are already
reaping the benefits, having seamlessly integrated
Bosnian English and German speakers into their value
chains.
Just a one-hour flight from major European cities
and business services hubs, investors are drawn to
BiH’s cultural affinity and shared business norms
with Western Europe – while taking advantage of
the unique ‘East meets West’ mindset that comes
with the country’s richly diverse cultural influences.
And being an EU candidate country, compliance with
security and intellectual property protections from the
European Union are a given.

‘Outsourcing is already
surging in this region,
and we’re proud to help
catalyze this trend by connecting our
international business partners with BiH's
huge surplus of enthusiastic, multi-lingual
and digital-ready talent. An outsourcing
operation in BiH is a great complement
to existing delivery center teams in other
parts of Europe, and beyond. Our talents
consistently prove to be a great cultural fit
for many global companies.’
Benjamin Kadić
VP-Talent and Market Intelligence ABSL BiH

Actual footage: Walter Code, Sarajevo

Although high levels of graduate unemployment
persist – prompting scores of talented young people
to accept lucrative offers abroad – BiH’s surging
Business Services Sector is generating a muchneeded jobs-boost in the country. Most business
services players are currently located in Sarajevo,
while emerging locations like Banja Luka, Mostar and
Tuzla are gaining momentum in their own right.

Strong communications infrastructure and net energy
exporter-status mean potential investors can be
confident of stable networks and excellent business
continuity. Indeed, the country’s infrastructure has
coped beautifully as the workforce migrated, enmass, to home office in response to COVID 19.
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BUSINESS SERVICES
DESTINATIONS &
REPRESENTATIVE
INVESTORS

BANJA
ABC Software Development
Asseco SEE
Ant Colony
App Impact
Atlantbh
Authority Partners
Baker Tilly Re Opinion
BCC Management
Bosnien Business Systems
BPU Holdings
BS Telecom Solutions
Bamcard
CCC
Cisco Systems
Client Marketing Sarajevo
CaDa Solutions
Cloud Solution
ComTrade Group
CROSSVALLIA BH
Dapresy
DCS Communication Center
DDC Multilingual Services
Digi.me
Deloitte
Disperse.io
Edge
Establish
Green River
Gebrüder Weiss
HYCU
Infobip BiH
Info Studio
Jamax
Jitasa
King ICT
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Klika
Logosoft
Lilium
Lupon Ventures
Medit d.o.o.
Ministry of Programming
Microsoft
Misija
Mistral Technologies
Movements
OliveBH
OSB
Oracle BH
Payten
Ping
Popcorn Recruiters
PricewaterhouseCoopers
QSS
RUBICON
Softhouse Balkans
Softray Solutons LLC
SYSTECH
SYS Company
Schenker
Social Net
Source Consulting
Securitas
Storsen
Symphony Group
Telemach
Teleperformance B-H
Unija MF
Walter
Zira
inMotion

AvaCom GROUP
COR NET
CompuSight
IT Odjel
More Screens
NSoft
PROCALL SERVICES
Supersoft
Zendev
WIZARD HEALTH

A LUKA
TUZLA

SARAJEVO
MOSTAR

CA Design
DCCS
H&H Inc
Imel
Marvelsoft
Piksel Interactive
Virgin Pulse

BAY 42
ComTrade
Deloitte
DEVELABS
DVC
EastCode
Grant Thornton
Huawei Technologies
Lanaco
NCR
NITES
OROUNDO Tech
Prointer ITSS
Trizma GS

Major business services destinations
(more than 2,000 employees in the
business services sector)
Emerging business services destinations
(fewer than 2,000 employees in the
business services sector)

INTERESTED IN THE OPPORTUNITIES IN BiH?
Contact us: info@absl.ba
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TALENT ON TAP
DIGITALLY-SAVVYFUTURE-FIT
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Actual footage: Symphony, Sarajevo

TALENT ON TAP
DIGITALLY-SAVVY-FUTURE-FIT

In today’s disruptive business environment, technology
is only part of the solution. The most resilient
companies are those whose leaders know how to
harness human potential to deliver creative, empathetic
customer experiences. No surprise then that a steady
flow of international companies are tapping into the
creativity and energy of BiH’s readily-available worldclass human capital.
BiH is currently hyper-producing qualified candidates,
including accountants, graphic designers, customer
support, HR administrators and legal professionals.
Many candidates have highly transferable skills
and are happy to consider other sectors. They value
working for foreign companies and work involving
serving international customers is highly sought-after
on the local market.

PAYROLL COSTS

LABOUR RATE COMPARISON
MINIMUM MONTHLY WAGE (EUR)
BiH

208

SERBIA

231
404

HUNGARY

540

ESTONIA

1453

UK

1656

IRELAND
0

500

1000

1500

2000

POPULAR LANGUAGES

Net Annual salary (in EUR) / 1 EUR = 1.96 BAM
min

max

Finance & Accounting
Junior

4,908

6,135

Specialist

7,362

12,270

Junior

5,520

6,749

Specialist

9,274

11,657

Junior

5,828

6,135

Specialist

11,043

13,498

Junior

7,380

13,150

Specialist

9,616

12,884

Junior Java Developer

9,203

11,350

Senior Java Developer

21,609

39,880

Customer Service (inbound)

HR

IT helpdesk

Digital Technology

Want to learn more about payroll benchmarking for other
roles? We’ve got the data. Contact us: info@absl.ba

* ABSL BiH research; ABSL International data

ENGLISH
CA 90.5K

GERMAN
CA 19K

HR LANDSCAPE
Total number of students
(2019)

94,000

Number of IT students
(2019)

2,200

Number of economics, accounting
and management students (2019)

11,200

Number of language students
(tertiary level) (2019)

6,000
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BPO IN BOSNIA AND
HERZEGOVINA?
IT’S EASIER THAN YOU
MIGHT THINK…
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Actual footage: Symphony, Sarajevo

BPO IN BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA?
IT’S EASIER THAN YOU MIGHT THINK…

Bosnia and Herzegovina is showing signs of a gradual
yet sustained economic recovery, with increasing
affluence creating opportunity for international
investors. Continued growth is expected to come
from public investment, exports, EU funds, and private
investment.

‘Doing business
in BiH is just like
doing business in
Poland or the Czech Republic,
or any other European country.
Our USP as a business services
destination is our abundant
population of knowledge workers.
Knowledge is business’ most
valuable commodity – and, now
more than ever – knowledge is
not restricted by borders or GDP.’

With its maturing market economy and ongoing EU
membership bid, BiH’s private sector is the country’s
major growth engine. As such, the country’s trade and
customs policies are largely liberal and welcoming to
to foreign investors.
Successive governments have worked to improve
the business environment through a standardised
and simplifed legal and fiscal framework. Now, all
foreign investors enjoy equal treatment to national
investors in the eyes of the law; freedom to employ
foreign nationals; and strong protections against
nationalisation or expropriation of property.

Tarik Altumbabic
Vice President, International Relations,
ABSL.BA

* TAX/COUNTRY COMPARISONS

VAT

19%
25%
27%
17%
30

20

* Source – https://tradingeconomics.com/

CORPORATE TAX

GERMANY

GERMANY

19%
ROMANIA
16%
B&H
10%
POLAND

CROATIA
HUNGARY
B&H
10

30%

0

0

10

20

30
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BPO IN BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA?
IT’S EASIER THAN YOU MIGHT THINK…

BUSINESS-FRIENDLY
BOSNIA
Imagine a country in South-East Europe with some of
the very lowest corporate tax rates worldwide. A place
where your corporation can achieve multi-milliondollar savings in highly-paid executive benefits, and
millions more in employee-related costs.
Where business incentives designed to attract
foreign investors include a government Support Fund,
investment capital exemptions, outstanding tax relief
on operations and attractive government support for
hiring locals.
Where you can take advantage of an existing and wellintegrated partner network to mainstream technology
and business. Where established service providers
enable your speedy setup and ROI...
Are you imagining Bosnia & Herzegovina? Maybe it’s
time you did…
Because that’s a whole lot of money you can reinvest
in innovating your business… while generating
sustainable wealth and great societal value.
You might also be surprised to learn that BiH has
many regional and bilateral free trade agreements.
Its increasing prosperity is buoyed by ongoing
cooperation with – and significant funding from –
organizations like the EU, World Bank, IMF, USAID
and the UKFCO, pointing to a future growth model
focused on sustainable and transparent ways of
doing business.
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406k

AVAILABLE
LABOUR FORCE

15.47%

UNEMPLOYED

33.8%

YOUTH
UNEMPLOYED

* ABSL BiH research; ABSL International data

‘I choose a Bosnian
outsourcing firm for
my business due to the
European timezone and
multi-lingual capabilities, especially
German and English. My firm
operates globally, in five languages. I
need providers who can support that,
not just from a language perspective
but also in terms of adaptability and
affinity with East-West cultures and
working styles. I also need it at a
competitive rate. BiH ticks all of those
boxes.'
Nadina Gradaščević,
Founder-Owner at Nadina Gradaščević
International Leadership & Business
Consulting; Co-founder of the Association
Business Women of BiH in Vienna, Austria

Want to learn more about payroll
benchmarking for other roles? We’ve got
the data. Contact us: info@absl.ba

BPO IN BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA?
IT’S EASIER THAN YOU MIGHT THINK…

5 MAJOR CITIES
Sarajevo (capital), Tuzla, Mostar,
Bihac, Zenica and Banja Luka
26 UNIVERSITIES & COLLEGES;
focus on Economics, IT, Legal
10% FLAT RATE
for corporate and personal income
tax. (European average = 30%)
1 BAM = 0.5 EUR, national currency
pegged to Euro; fixed exchange rate
27 COMMERCIAL BANKS –
strong banking sector
Stockholm
3,0 hrs

GMT+1 geo-strategic location;
short flights to major cities
4 AIRPORTS; low-cost tickets
(e.g. Vienna-Tuzla 30 EUR)

Amsterdam
2,5 hrs

Warsaw
2,0 hrs

London
3,0 hrs

Prague
2,0 hrs
Paris
3,0 hrs

Munich
1,5 hrs

Vienna
1,5 hrs

Zurich
2,0 hrs

Sarajevo

Rome
1,5 hrs

18

Budapest
1,0 hrs

Bucharest
2,0 hrs

SARAJEVO:
A SNAPSHOT
DIVERSE, WELL-CONNECTED,
ON-THE-UP
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SARAJEVO: A SNAPSHOT
DIVERSE, WELL-CONNECTED, ON-THE-UP

With a population of just over half a million,
Sarajevo is BiH’s capital and biggest city. The
city’s rich multi-cultural history is etched on
its skyline, where mosques, churches and
synagogues stand shoulder-to-shoulder. In
the long summer months, streets are buzzing
as diners at the many restaurants and bars
spill onto the pavements.

OFFICE MARKET
PRIME RENT

€ 9-30/ sq m pm

*

PIPELINE UNDER CONSTRUCTION

Business Services in Sarajevo
Sarajevo’s business services industry sprang
to life around ten years ago, with a focus on IT
companies employing developers to serve the
United States market.
Today, the sector employs an estimated 7-10
thousand people, in an ever-expanding range
of specialisms. And while IT companies still
dominate the city’s BPO industry, we’re seeing
rapid growth in other areas, including call
centers; shared service centers; financial and
marketing services and shipping.
Getting there
Sarajevo Airport has regular direct flights to
a range of major cities across Europe, the
Middle East and beyond. Transport into to the
city is quick (20-30 minutes) and affordable,
either by bus; (ca. EUR 2.50) or taxi (ca. 10).
Tuzla Airport, 120 km north of Sarajevo, is
another way in, opening up connections to
several other European airports. The city is
also served by major European bus operators,
and easily accessible by car.

40-50k sq m

*

2018 TAKE-UP (Gross)

80%

OFFICE STOCK

1,038,734

sq m*

VACANCY RATE (%)

20 %

‘Aside from its proximity – and quick,
easy access – to major European
cities, Sarajevo offers international
professionals a range of benefits, including uniquely
affordable international schools and attractive
residential neighbourhoods. And, thanks to the
country’s exceptional personal tax régime, expats
will have the disposable income to enjoy everything
the region has to offer in luxury and style.’
Dr. Omer Softic,
VP-International Business Services Expertise ABSL BiH; EMEA
Process Improvement & Technical Deployment Lead, Cargil
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Source –ABSL International data; ABSL BiH research

SARAJEVO
REAL ESTATE
As BiH’s most developed real estate location, many
businesses – local and international – as well as
national and local government agencies and NGOs
choose Sarajevo as their base. Recent years have
seen a trend of commercial tenants re-locating to
purpose-built or refurbished new sites.

1

2

Exciting coming commercial developments designed
to provide fresh modern workspaces include an
expansive IT park for the Šip neighbourhood; a new
Avaz tower office block in downtown Sarajevo (near
the existing Twist Tower commercial hub); and a new
skyscraper planned for the Nedžarići neighbourhood.

3

4

5

OLD TOWN

CITY CENTER

NOVO SARAJEVO

NOVI GRAD

ILIDŽA

The commercial heart of
the city, modern office
space is limited due to
a scarcity of sites with
good parking. Offices
here tend to be occupied
by professionals
requiring proximity to
government offices.

High expansion
potential for business
and trade. Excellent
public transport links.
Home to American
Embassy. Exclusive
hotels and leisure
facilities.a

An important busines
and shopping hub,
this quarter houses
firms like Sparkasse
Bank, Raiffeisen Bank,
Electric Company, BH
Telecom.

The most modern part of
Sarajevo is also home to
many new developments.
The majority of office
space sits along the
roads connecting the
airport with the city
center including Class A
office space.

This satellite
settlement has seen
significant growth.
Today, it is the essential
out-of-town location.

1.1 AP building
1.2 UPI

2.1 BBI
2.2 SCC
2.3 Unitic

3.1 Avaz II
3.2 Sarajevo Tower
3.3 Bosmal
3.4 Capital Tower

4.1 Moja Banka
4.2 Avaz I

5.1 SSST
5.2 Malak

1
1
1

3

2

1
2

4

2

1

2

3

2

5

3

4
1

2

Want to learn more about the fresh, modern workspaces
available in BiH? We’re here for you. Contact us: info@absl.ba

1
* Source – ABSL BiH research

2

3

4

5
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ABSL COUNTRY MEMBERS

ABSL SUPPORTING MEMBERS

Not on the list? We will gladly add you here. Contact us at
info@absl.ba l www.absl.ba l +387 33 954 270

